
Agatha
Design: Giuseppe Viganò

Description
The Agatha lounge chair has a frame in solid ash wood, moulded and shaped with CNC machines, painted 
with water-based colors (black, Mink brown, wenge, ebony, walnut or natural ash) or covered in leather. The 
base and backrest supports are in laser-cut, ground metal in the following finishes: bright light gold; matt 
Champagne gold; bright chrome; bright black chrome; or matt satined bronze. The seat and back are 
upholstered in leather or fabric.

Finishes and materials
Frame: Wood: ash, painted black, Mink brown, wenge, ebony, walnut or natural ash, or covered in leather.
Metal supports: Bright light gold, matt Champagne gold, bright chrome, bright black chrome, or matt satined 
bronze.
Covers: Leather: C.O.L. and categories 3, 6, 9, 12 or 15. Fabric: C.O.M. and categories D, F, H or I.
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Others: Chair in triple density polyurethane foam, with shaped Memory Foam padding to allow it to hold its 
shape over time. Backrest cushion in sterilised goose down with insert in soft polyurethane foam. The seat 
upholstery is not removable, but the backrest upholstery, in leather or fabric, is removable.



Frame: Wood: ash, painted black, Mink brown, wenge, ebony, walnut or natural ash, or covered in leather.
Metal supports: Bright light gold, matt Champagne gold, bright chrome, bright black chrome, or matt satined 
bronze.
Covers: Leather: C.O.L. and categories 3, 6, 9, 12 or 15. Fabric: C.O.M. and categories D, F, H, I, WV or WS.

Agatha Lounge Chair: 27”1/2W x 26”3/8D x 30”5/8H
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Others: Chair in triple density polyurethane foam, with shaped Memory Foam padding to allow it to hold its 
shape over time. Backrest cushion in sterilised goose down with insert in soft polyurethane foam. The seat 
upholstery is not removable, but the backrest upholstery, in leather or fabric, is removable.
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(For more specifications, please refer to “Finishes & Materials”)


